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Join our email list for theological and cultural commentary, educational resources, and more.
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What is a
We seek a world in which every person can wrestle with life’s most important questions and take hold of a life worthy of our humanity.

life worth living?

What is a life worth living?
We seek a world in which every person can wrestle with life’s most important questions and take hold of a life worthy of our humanity.
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free resource download
Ancient Voices in Modern Life
What do the ways of the past have to do with our lives today? What do the insights that drove our forebears to build the ancient temples have to say to the fast-paced modern sensibilities that built the malls and skyscrapers?



Well done! Check for the resource download in your email.
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Helping you envision and pursue a flourishing life through educational resources

about us


Resources
Educational resources to help you envision and live a flourishing life

Podcast
The Transforming Fire of Theological Education
What are the goals of education? Are we shaping young minds or corrupting the youth? Theologian Mark Jordan joins Matt Croasmun for a conversation about the meaning of theological education today.
Read article
→
Listen
→
Watch
→
Learn More
→
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The Heart of Theology
Simeon Zahl
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A Voice Crying Out
Robert Chao Romero
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Christianity as a Way of Life
Kevin Hector
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Renovating the Heart of Our Politics
Michael Wear
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Asian Americans, Racism, and Capitalism
Jonathan Tran
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Becoming Whole in a Fragmented Age
Anne Snyder
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Listeners Dare
Will Willimon
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Power & American Evangelicalism
Tim Alberta
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Advent Love
Bo Karen Lee
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Advent Joy
Willie Jennings




explore all resources


Initiatives
Our purpose is to help people envision and pursue lives worthy of our humanity. We see theology as a way of life seeking understanding. Our work takes its shape in research, teaching, and public engagement expressed through two initiatives: Christ & Flourishing & Life Worth Living.
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Christ & Flourishing
What it means to be human and how to flourish are hotly contested in our world. We believe that Jesus Christ is the key to human flourishing, and that his life and work can revitalize and transform Christian higher education, the church, and through them, the world.

learn more
[image: LWL icon]
Life Worth Living
What is the shape of flourishing life? Life Worth Living equips students, educators, and the public for the lifelong process of discerning, articulating, and pursuing the good life through engaging the world’s philosophical and religious traditions.

learn more



Join our email list for theological and cultural commentary, educational resources, and more.

I'd like resources about . . .

Christ & Flourishing
Life Worth Living
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About Our Founder & Director
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Miroslav Volf
Founder & Director, Yale Center for Faith & Culture


The Yale Center for Faith & Culture is led by theologian Miroslav Volf, the Henry B. Wright Professor of Systematic Theology at Yale Divinity School. He is author/editor of more than 20 books, including Exclusion & Embrace—which was named one of the best 100 books of the twentieth century—as well as A Public Faith: On How Followers of Christ Should Serve the Common Good, Allah: A Christian Response,and most recently, For the Life of the World: Theology That Makes a Difference.
Read miroslav's full bio

























Support YCFC
Your generosity makes our work possible.
Everything we do is made possible by the charitable gifts of our friends and supporters. Learn more about how you can join us in helping people envision and pursue lives worthy of our humanity.
give to ycfc


christ & flourishing
Explore human flourishing through Christian theology.

learn more
life worth living
Engage in truth-seeking pluralism and the pursuit of meaning & purpose.

learn more
educational resources
Check out our podcasts, videos, articles, & digital media.

learn more


Subscribe to our email list for cultural commentary, educational resources, and insight for a life worth living.
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